Optional Homework Calendar

Name: ___________________

!

!
!
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Write three sentences
about Spring. Be sure
to use finger spaces
and capitalize I.

Write a sentence or two Read these words to a
using the words do,
parent:
this, and.
I has we the like

Draw a picture of your
favorite animal. Write 3
sentences about the
animal. Use finger
spaces and periods
correctly.

Write all of the
lowercase letters. Be
sure to start at the top
and go down, start left
and go right.

Thursday

Friday

Count by 10’s to 100.
Count by 1’s to 100.

Write the numbers
0-20. Make them as
neat as possible and fix
the backwards and
upside-down numbers.

Read these words to a
parent:

Take a small handful
of grapes or other
small food item. Count
them. Take away 3.
How many are left?

Write three words that
rhyme with each of the
following: fan, sit, dog,
hen, bun.

Tap out the following
Write a sentence or two Read these words to a
words: stick, best, nice, using the words what, parent:
rest, wick, mice. What said, little.
he can look my
is the first sound in
me have are
each word? What is the
last sound in each?

Draw circles or lines to
solve this math story:
Sally had 5 marbles.
Jen gave Sally 2 more
marbles. How many
does Sally have now?

Measure the length of a
fork, a knife and a
spoon using a ruler or
pennies. Tell how long
they each are in inches
or pennies.

Draw a picture of what
you want to be when
you grow up and write
about it.

Write a sentence or two Write a capital and
using the words here,
lowercase of each of
was, he.
the following and say
its sound: Ee, Bb, Ll,
Kk, Uu, Gg, Vv, Ww.

Estimate how many
windows are in your
house. Count them.

Find all the rectangle
and triangle shapes in
one room of your
house.

Sing the vowels song.
Write all of the vowels
and say their sounds.

Write a sentence or two Write (or tell) the
using the words she,
opposites of black, soft,
has, look.
sharp, strong, and
near.

Draw circles or lines to
solve this math story:
Tom saw 9 birds on a
power line. Then, 4
birds flew away. How
many were left?

Compare the following
animals in different
ways: dog, giraffe,
zebra, penguin,
flamingo, cat, monkey.
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